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Lecture 4: Risk stratification Using EHRs and Insurance Claims 
Instructors: David Sontag, Peter Szolovits 

1 Risk Stratification 

1.1 What Is It? 

At a high level, risk stratification is way of separating a patient population into one of 2+ categories (e.g. 
separating into patients with high-risk, low-risk or in-between). The reason for risk stratification is to act on 
these predictions and couple those predictions with known interventions. For patients in the high risk pool, 
we would attempt to do something for them to prevent whatever outcome is of interest from occurring. 

Risk stratification is quite different from diagnosis. Diagnosis has a highly stringent criteria on per-
formance. A misdiagnosis could lead to severe consequences like the patients being treated for conditions 
that they don’t have, or patients dying because they were not diagnosed in time. The performance char-
acteristics of risk stratification are different, instead looking at quantities such as positive predictive value 
(PPV). In today’s economic environment, the goal of risk stratification is reducing cost in the healthcare 
setting and improving patient outcomes. 

Definition 1 (Positive predictive value or PPV). Fraction of patients that were predicted to be high risk and 
are actually high risk. 

Data used for risk stratification is often different from diagnosis and very diverse. Things you might use 
include multiple views of the patient or auxiliary data such the patient’s demographics or socioeconomic 
information that would highly affect their risk profile but unused in an unbiased diagnosis of the patient. 

1.2 Examples 

1.2.1 Predicting preterm infant’s risk of severe morbidity 

The outcomes of premature babies have dramatically improved over the last century. Of the many different 
interventions that led to this improvement, one of them was having a very good understanding of a particular 
infant’s risk level. A very common score that is used to try to characterize risk for premature infant is the 
Apgar score [Apg66], but this metric is not as accurate as it could be. Saria et. al uses a machine learning 
approach to really improve our ability to predict morbidity in infants [SRG+10]. 

1.2.2 Predicting if patient needs to be admitted to coronary-care unit (CCU) 

For patients who coming into the ER with a heart-related condition, the question is: should they be admitted 
to the CCU, or is it safe for them to be discharged and managed by their physician or cardiologist outside 
the hospital? A study was performed in 1984 using over 2000 patients, nontrivial amount of variables and 
logistic regression to predict such cases [PDS+84]. The goal was cost-oriented, as identifying patients who 
are not high-risk and don’t have to be admitted to the CCU leads to reduction in the costs associated with 
CCU admissions. 
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1.3 Predicting likelihood of US hospital readmission 

Figure 1: Infographic on 30-day readmission rates to US hospitals. 

The US government has imposed penalties on hospitals that have a large amount of patients who had 
been released from the hospital but within the next are re-admitted in the next 30 days. This is part of 
the transition to value-based care and receiving a lot of attention. The premise is that there are many 
patients who are hospitalized, but not managed appropriately on or after discharge. There might be poor 
communication between the hospital staff and the patient about what to do after discharge, leading to poor 
outcomes. Predicting which patients are likely to be readmitted before even being discharged could lead to 
better discharge practices and reduce the likelihood of readmission. For example, the hospital could send a 
nurse to go slowly through discharge instructions or follow up at the patient’s home over the next few weeks. 
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1.4 Old vs. New 

1.4.1 Traditional Approaches 

Figure 2: Chart of the Apgar scoring system used to predict infant morbidity. 

Traditional approaches to risk stratification are based on scoring systems. The Apgar score, shown in Fig-
ure 2, is one such system [Apg66]. It is based on different criteria, with each answer having a specific 
point value. After answering, one adds up the points to obtain the risk-level score. There are hundreds of 
such scoring rules that are carefully derived through studies and are widely used in today’s healthcare system. 

1.4.2 Machine Learning-based Approaches 

Now, most of industry is moving towards machine learning based methods that can work with a much higher 
dimensional set of features and solve a number of key challenges of these early approaches. Machine learning 
based approaches can: 

• Fit more easily into clinical workflows. Scores from traditional approaches are often done manually.
One has to figure out the corresponding inputs, so it is often not used as frequently.

• Be much quicker to derive. Traditional scoring systems have a very long research and development
process that led to their adoption. With machine learning based approaches, given enough data or
access to data, one can predict narrow outcomes or conditions that may occur infrequently.

• Lead to higher accuracy.

However, these new ML approaches also introduce new dangers. This will be discussed more in future 
lectures. 
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1.4.3 Example of Commercial Product By Optum 

Figure 3: Predictive model by Optum showing likelihood of COPD-related hospitalizations. 

Machine learning based models are being widely commercialized. For example, Optum has built a risk 
stratification tool and Figure 3 shows the output from one of their models predicting the likelihood of 
COPD-related hospitalizations, giving a population-level view of the results [Opt14]. Patients are scored 
using either the traditional or machine learning based models and placed into different categories depending 
on the risk level. One also has the ability to look more closely and see things like patients who are highest 
at risk or potential impact-able aspects of the patient’s health. 

Figure 4: Table showing patients with high-risk diabetes. 

Looking at the table in Figure 4, one could see patients with the highest risk of diabetes. Looking at Patient 
3, one could see that they haven’t been tracking their A1C. One could get them into the clinic to get their 
blood types to see whether they need a change in medication. 
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2 Case Study: Early Detection of Type 2 Diabetes 

2.1 Background 

We now consider a case study: risk stratification for Type 2 diabetes. This problem is extremely important, 
as an estimated 25% of individuals with diabetes in the United States are still undiagnosed, and the number 
is similar in other countries worldwide. If we are able to discover undiagnosed individuals who currently 
have diabetes, or identify people who are at high risk of developing diabetes in the future, we can provide 
interventions that prevent their condition from worsening, such as weight loss programs or first line diabetic 
treatments. In this section, we discuss the problem of identifying the population of individuals at high-risk 
of diabetes using machine learning algorithms. 

Traditional approaches to this problem include point-based metrics similar to the APGAR score. The 
following image shows a sample questionnaire for evaluating diabetes risk in Finland, which produces a 
single score quantifying an individual’s likelihood of developing diabetes. 

Figure 5: Questionnaire for Diabetes Risk Assessment 

Unfortunately, these simpler methods have not had much impact and have not been widely used. Automation 
of the risk stratification process would allow us to avoid these types of manual questionnaires and lead to wider 
adoption. Instead of evaluating risk for every individual separately, an alternative option is to use machine 
learning models - trained on data from a health insurance company or other sources - that automatically 
identify the subpopulation at high risk of developing diabetes out of millions of individuals. 
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2.2 Data 

This case study used administrative data from a health insurance company containing information about a 
patient population in Philadelphia. The types of data found in this dataset are summarized in the following 
diagram: 

Figure 6: Overview of Data Types 

The top diagnoses and administered lab tests in this dataset are shown in the tables below. Many of the most 
frequent lab tests come from the CBC panel, a common set of tests carried out during annual physicals and 
checkups. Note that the end of the lab test table contains the hemoglobin A1C test, used to measure blood 
glucose levels and track the status of diabetes patients. Type 2 Diabetes is also one of the most common 
diagnoses among the patient cohort. 

Figure 7: Most Frequent Diagnoses and Administered Lab Tests in Patient Cohort 

2.3 Machine Learning Formulation 

This problem is treated as a binary classification problem: predicting whether or not a patient will develop 
diabetes. Data is collected for each patient before January 1, 2009, and the classification models predict 
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a patient’s likelihood of developing diabetes at some time period in the ”future” (after 1/1/2009). Three 
different prediction tasks were considered, using different gaps between the data collection and prediction 
windows, shown in Figure 8: 

Figure 8: Prediction Tasks 

In each case, we exclude patients who develop diabetes before the start of the prediction window. For in-
stance, in the task with the 1-year gap, we exclude any patients diagnosed with diabetes prior to 1/1/2010. 

One reason for including this gap is label leakage. In certain situations, it is possible that a doctor is 
very certain that a patient has diabetes, even though this has not been explicitly coded in a way that our 
algorithms can detect. The doctor may already be doing interventions based on this ”pre-diagnosis”. The 
models will pick up on these signals and predict that this patient is very likely to develop diabetes. 

However, such a prediction is not very interesting, as the doctor has already identified the patient as being 
at high-risk for diabetes and is carrying out appropriate interventions. Instead, our models should be able 
to identify patients at high risk that the doctor may not expect. 

Another issue is data censoring. For example, a patient may have only enrolled with an insurer in 2012, 
so they will have no data prior to 2009, and our models will not be able to construct any features for these 
individuals. There are two types of censoring that are handled: 

• Left Censoring: Patient data absent prior to some point in time 

• Right Censoring: Patient data absent after some point in time 

For patients with left-censoring, the models attempt to construct as many features as possible; patients with 
less data simple have sparser feature vectors. Right-censored patients are dropped from the dataset if data 
in the full relevant prediction window is unavailable. 

This simple exclusion criteria can be problematic in some cases. For instance, a patient may have switched 
insurers as a result of their diabetes diagnosis at some point in the prediction window, leaving them with 
no data after that time. Thus, we may actually be excluding patients who would benefit from our model’s 
predictions and biasing the model’s results. In the next lecture, we will discuss alternative approaches for 
handling right-censoring. For the rest of this section, we focus on the prediction task corresponding to the 
1-year gap. 
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2.4 Model Overview 

Logistic regression with L1 regularization is used for this task. L1 regularization is useful because it encour-
ages sparsity in the feature weights of the trained model, which has multiple benefits: 

1. Prevents overfitting in settings with a good risk model containing a small number of features. 

2. Improves interpretability. Can potentially enumerate all non-zero features to better understand how 
the model makes predictions. 

3. Improves translatability. If a model has only a small number of features, it is more likely that data 
needed for the models can be found at many hospitals, allowing the same model to be used more widely. 

The cost function for such a model is of the form: 
nX 

L(w) = l(xi, yi; w) + λ kwk 
i=1 

where l is any loss function, w are the weights of the model, and kwk is the L1-norm of the weight vector. 

2.5 Features 

Features were designed to account for the large amount of missing data in the records for most patients. In-
stead of choosing features in a way that would potentially require the imputation of many values, the models 
use several binary features indicating whether a particular observation was ever made for an individual in 
their records. 

For instance, there are features for each type of specialist a patient could have visited. The correspond-
ing feature value is ”1” if the patient ever visited a particular type of specialist and ”0” otherwise. Similar 
features are constructed for the most common medications (”1” if a person has ever taken, ”0” otherwise). 

A slightly different approach is used for featurizing lab test results. In addition to features indicating 
whether a patient ever took a particular lab test, there are features for each of the following: 

• Is lab test result high/low/normal? 

• Is result increasing/decreasing? 

• Is result fluctuating? 

If a patient had never been given a particular lab test, all the corresponding feature values would be 0. As 
constructed here, all these features are very simple. One could potentially use recurrent neural networks or 
other models to automatically learn features about the time series data present in lab test results. We will 
discuss more complex feature construction techniques in future lectures. 

Each of these features are then computed for different time windows: the last 6 months, the last 24 months, 
and all of a patient’s past history. In the end, a patient’s feature vector consists of approximately 42,000 
elements. 

2.6 Model Evaluation 

We first examine some of the features that were determined to be most predictive in the trained model. 
The top feature is found to be a diagnosis of ”Impaired Fasting Glucose”. While one may think that such a 
diagnosis would indicate that a patient has already been diagnosed as diabetic, these could also correspond 
to pre-diabetic patients in the dataset who are not guaranteed to develop diabetes. Other top features are 
shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: Most Predictive Disease Features 

The criteria used to evaluate risk stratification models are slightly different from standard diagnosis criteria. 
One common metric is the model’s positive predictive value (PPV). In this case study, this metric 
corresponds to the proportion of predicted high-risk patients who actually went on to develop diabetes in 
the prediction window. The results for these particular models are shown in Figure 10, compared with a 
simpler model that did not perform as well. 

Figure 10: Positive Predictive Value (PPV) of Models for Different Groups 

We evaluate this metric at different levels: for the top 100, top 1000, and top 10000 most risky patients. 
We can observe that 15% of the top 100 and 10% of the 10000 riskiest patients go on to develop diabetes. 
By performing these separate analyses, one could target different interventions for patients at different risk 
levels. Cheap interventions (i.e, an eye checkup for diabetic retinopathy) could be recommended for the top 
10,000 riskiest patients. On the other hand, a more expensive intervention could not be implemented at such 
a large scale, and it may only be recommended for the 100 riskiest patients. 
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3 Interview with Leonard D’Avolio 

3.1 Introduction 

Leonard D’Avolio is an Assistant Professor at Harvard Medical School and the CEO and founder of Cyft. 
He spent the last 15 years ”trying to help healthcare learn from its data in new ways” for governments, 
academia, researchers, publishing papers and nonprofits. Things D’Avolio worked on included 

• Working with the Department of Veterans Affairs to build out their genomic science infrastructure and 
recruiting and enrolling millions of veterans to donate blood. 

• Working at Ariadne Labs in improving neonatal care in India. 

3.2 Interview 

Q: What is risk stratification to you? 

Risk stratification depends entirely on the problem. Risk could be: 

• Running out of medical supply in an operating room 

• The Apgar score 

• A patient going from pre-diabetic to diabetic 

• An older person falling down in their home 

Risk startification is a set of wonderful tools with which skilled craftsmen can go ahead to solve specific 
problems. 

Q: What are some of the areas that Cyft is applying today? 

What we do is essentially performance improvement; more specifically, the performance in keeping peo-
ple out of the hospital. The most logical application for these technologies is to help do preventative things, 
but only between 8-12% of healthcare is financially incentivized for that. As a company, you focus on 
where there’s a financial incentive. I wanted to build a company where the financial incentives aligned with 
keeping people healthy. 

We focus on older populations where it is important to understand who care managers should approach 
because their risk levels are rising. The traditional approach of risk stratification identifies people that are 
already at their most acute. We try to help care management organizations find people that are rising risks 
and bring a more granular approach to healthcare. The power of these technologies is to move away from 
one-size-fits-all. Examples of what Cyft does includes: 

• Tackling rising risk of an inpatient psychiatric admission 

• Predicting which older people are likely to fall down 

• Finding which children with Type 1 diabetes should be scheduled an appointment now rather than 
every 3 months 

The theme of the above examples is helping organizations move away from rather generic decisions towards 
things that are more actionable. 

Q: What areas have you worked on the longest? 
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Cyft works with a large behavioral healthcare organization who is contracted by health plans to treat people 
that have mental health challenges. The traditional way of identifying the most acute people is through a 
risk score. The steps Cyft takes are 

1. Get an understanding of where is the greatest opportunity, the greatest cost and what types of things 
are happening the most frequently 

2. Find out what types of resources the team have like personnel and interventions to find the greatest 
possible return on investment from a data and financial standpoint 

3. Get full agreement from executive team on what exactly is the narrow problem that they can address 

4. Try to apply machine learning to solve the problems 

Q: What was the problem that you decided to address? 

We decided to address reducing inpatient psychiatric admissions. The traditional way of doing reducing 
admissions always been thought of in terms of 30 days out, but for this particular condition, it takes more 
like 90 days to have an impact. 

Q: What kind of data is the most useful? 

I think the philosophy that you should all take is that your data should be your competitive advantage 
in solving the problem. Our approach is: whatever data you have, we will consider it. 

Behavioral health is incredibly under-diagnosed. There’s a stigma attached to carrying diagnosis codes 
that would describe you as having mental health challenges. Because of the challenges, claims data alone is 
not enough. An important data source is from care managers who assesses the patient and fills out forms as 
well as written notes from clinicians like psychologists and psychiatrists. 

Q: What is the development process? 

The team looks for the simple solution to the problem first, like throwing logistic regression at it, be-
fore iterating back and forth based on how the data looks and its characteristics. Then, the team works 
through algorithms and feature selection approaches that seem to fit for the available data. A huge education 
component of the process is helping people understand what they’re seeing, how to interpret it, and helping 
them connect it to what they’re going to do with it. 

Q: What is the deployment process? 

It is far too late to start getting the client ready when the model is built and ready. I don’t completely agree 
with the idea that these approaches are easier to plug into a workflow. For care managers who have spent 
years training and learning who needs their help the most, it is hard to just start trusting a computer. 

Q: What are the technical details? 

Healthcare is pretty immature from a technical standpoint. It can be a delivered Excel spreadsheet or 
a real-time call to an API. What we learn as a company serving healthcare is to not create a new interface; 
instead, we accommodate whatever workflow and system that they already have in place and build for flex-
ibility. As a gross generalization, clinicians hate their information technology. 

Healthcare is paid for based on delivering care, and the more complex the care the more one gets paid. 
Currently, because of the healthcare environment, very few organizations that Cyft works with and talk to 
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are ready for technologies like FIHR. 

Q: What do you have to give around a prediction in order for it to be acted upon effectively? 

The first thing you have to do is invite the clinical team from the very beginning. As one moves through the 
process, triangulate any information. After the development phase, if you have done a great job, you get 
away from the ”show me what variables matter on a per-patient basis.” 

Q:How do you square up the culture of 5-7 variables like the Apgar score versus an inductive approach 
where thousands of variables are contributing incrementally? 

It’s a double-edge sword. You could never show somebody several hundred variables but if you show them 3-4, 
their answer would be ”Well, that’s obvious.” Striking that balance is important, so it’s really a lot education. 

A helpful analogy is a GPS. GPS isn’t going to give you a magic highway. It’s going to suggest the roads 
that you’re familiar with, but the advantage it has is that the GPS is aware of more than you are. It’s going 
to give you a suggestion that will save you time, but the driver still makes the decision. 

3.3 Class Q&A 

Q: How do you address model bias due to lack of equal representation in the dataset across different demo-
graphic groups in the population? 

A: If there’s a demographic group that may be lost in the shuffle that we would do something different 
for, we try to explicitly bring this to their attention. For instance, kids usually just don’t have as much data, 
and we try to handle those cases separately if we need to do something differently for them. 

Q: How do you interpret the risk scores produced by a model to clients? What metrics do you use to 
explain model performance? 

A: Use tons of graphics! Never show a graphic that isn’t super obvious to interpret quickly or contains 
any unknown statistics. The title of a slide should tell viewers exactly what they need to know. 

Q: What types of clients do you have? 

A: Government-sponsored health programs and others that take on financial risks to keep people healthy. 
Also, we’re looking for organizations that are able to make meaningful and costly interventions that can 
improve patient care. 

Q: Are you willing to trade performance for interpretability? 

A: We want to get our partners to have a deep understanding of our models, and success is when they’re 
able to trust the models without needing to understand each of the variables that go into making a pre-
diction. We’ll walk them through the patients and variables as we construct the models to build up that trust. 

Q: How much time do you spend engaging with physicians before starting building models? 

A: We first spend time with the CEO, CFO, and CMO of the organization. We need to have at least 
a 5 to 1 financial return for solving this problem in order to make it up the chain and have a chance to make 
an impact with our models. After figuring out the financial parts of the project, the clinicians are embedded 
into the team from the very start. You have to have working groups of both clinicians, engineers, users, and 
others to get machine learning implemented in a healthcare setting. 
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Q: Can we use a data-driven approach to figure out what types of data we want to acquire? 

A: It’s easy to bring in new data, but the hard part is deciding whether new data actually contains added 
value. The data usually just doesn’t tell you that you should go out and get a different type of data. If 
model performance is low, then we’ll try to go out and find data with information that we think may boost 
the performance. 

Q: How much impact do interventions have based on the predictions made by the model? 

A: No customer ever pays you for a good positive predictive value; they only care about saving or making 
money. We show clients how much money they would save for a particular level of improvement, then relate 
that to the performance of our models. We don’t show clients the predictions of our models; we show them 
the financial impact of our models and whether it was able to make a difference. 
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